RESTAURANTS

11am~10pm
*Last order at 9:30pm
(Le Bistro Shiseido at 9pm)
*No smoking in all restaurants

Minokichi (Kyoto Cuisine)
Tagoto Koetsu (Kyoto Cuisine)

Asahizushi Souhonten (Sushi)
Honmiraku (Soba Noodle)
Tofu Kichiza (Tofu)

Shinjuku Tsunahachi (Tempura)
Tonkatsu Saboten (Tonkatsu (pork cutlet))
Ginza Seigetsudo (Kamameshi Bowl)

Okonomi Dining (Asian/Western)
Le Bistro Shiseido (Casual French)
La Villetta (Italian)

Ryuho (Chinese)
Nangokusyuka (Chinese)
Colombin (Cafe)

FLOOR GUIDE

楼面导购 精品安内 服务指南

※Shops may be changed/relocated without notice. 不经预告，品牌位置可能变动。

KEIO DEPARTMENT STORE SHINJUKU TOKYO
1-1-4 Nishi-Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo, 160-8321 TEL 03(3342)2111
[Opening Hours] 10am~8pm Restaurants: 11am~10pm
*Opening hours may change on certain dates and season.
www.keionet.com/info/shinjuku/foreign/en

Website Facebook Weibo Instagram

TAX FREE 10% (partially 8%)
Foreign Language Assistants
Foreign Currency Exchange Machine

Latest update: 2019.09
Japanese Traditional Goods & Kimono
藝術美術品  工藝品
和服
日本傳統工藝品
Kimono-ya
Jewelry/Watches/Eyewear
首飾/手錶/眼鏡
金鳥
TASAKI
Seiko Watch
Grande Seiko
GRAND SEIKO
CREDOR
Salon
KYUKYODO
line (10-2-)
Petit Point
HOBBY HOBBY
HIKARIMIRAI
AYAKA
Tableware
餐具
Tableware
Emergency Supplies
AXEL JAPAN
share with Kuriyama
Jewelry
Jewelry
Beauty & Living Goods
化妆品・居家用品
FIORI
KUZE FUKU
Watches
柏rier
KUZE FUKU
Ark
Rafine
Underwear/Innerwear
BEDLINEN
AIR & FREE
LOFTY
TEMPUR
Simmons
Furniture & Interior
REST ROOM
TELEPHONE
REST ROOM
DIAPER CHANGING
STAND
DIAPER CHANGING
STAND
STALLS